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§1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMNARY. 
N.R. Goodman (3) and Hooding (11) have discussed some aspects of the 
complex multivariate normal distribution. Goodman also discussed the 
analogues of the lvishart distribution and of multiple and partial corre-
lations. It can be noted that for every distributional result of 
multivariate real Normal statistical analysis obtained in closed (explicit) 
form~ the counterpart result in the multivariate complex Normal statisti-
cal analysis is also obtainable in closed (explicit) form. 
Let U. (p components) be independently distributed according to 
~ 
N(O,E) (i = 1,2, ••• k). The llishart matrix is defined by 
k 




Furthermore, let T be a levier triangular square root of S. 
The elements t .. of T are called the rectansular co-ordinates 
~J 
(Mahalanobis, Bose and Roy (7), Roy (8»). T is also called the square 
root of a matrix. The distribution of the complex rectangular co-
ordinates will be derived here. 
Goodman derived the complex Hishart distribution uith the aid of 
characteristic functions and Fourier transforms. From this the 
distribution of the complex rectangular co-ordinates were derived as an 
application of the complex Hishart distribution. 
In the present paper we give a direct and simplified method of 
deriving the distribution of the complex rectangular co-ordinates. From 












Some properties of the distribution of the complex rectangular co-
ordinates will be given. In addition some a9plications and in particular 
the application of the distribution in the derivation of the distribution 











§2. NOTATION AND PRELDlIHARIES; 
For a cOTnDlex number Z:; -2' t-rill denote the conjugate. A matrix 
n of elements will be denoted by (m.,), tho determinent of a square 
JK 
matrix by IH I , the transpose by r1' and the traco of a square matrix 
by tr H. 
A p-variatc comT11ex Normal random variable E; i = (Z 1 ,7.:2 ' ••• ,Z ) P 
is a p-tuple of complex Hormal random variables such that the vector 
of real and imaginary parts n? = (X1Y1,X2'Y2"."Xp'Yp) is 
2p-variate Normally distributed. 
The probability density function of a p-variate conplE.}; Normal 
assuming that each of the random variables X. and Y. (i = 1,2, ••• ,:9) ~ ~ 
have mean zero, Hhere Z. = x. + iY. (j = 1~2, •• qp) and r = E((' . ] ] ] 
For full discussion and definitions the reader is referred to 
Goodman (3). 
In what follows some results of complex matrix algebra are needed, 
and they will be listed in this section, rlithout any proof, in the form 
of lemmas. The material surnnarized here can be found, for example, in 
Macduffee (6). 
Lemma 2.1 
Every Herr.1itian positive definite (semidefinite) matrix is 












LeIllI!la 2. 2 




p. = 1'12 
A21 A22 
,-
If A11 is non-singular then 
IAI = IAll 1·IA22 - A21A~~A121 
Lemma 2.3 
Any Hermitian matrix H ~ may be expressed in the form H _ pp9, 
where P is 10'\:1Gr triangular. 
Lemma 2.4-
For every Hermitian positive definite matrix H, there exists a 











§3. THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE COHPLEX RECTAHGULAR CO-ORDIHATr.S. --
3.1. Derivation of the distribution. 








(3.2) T = 
I=;! = (Z"'Z2"'···'Z .). 






E Zli ( Zu ;Z2P' • • ;Zpi t 






E Z :Z1' 
i=1 p~ ~ 
t 11 0 
t21 t22 






i=1 ~ p~ 
k 
Z Z.2. 
1=1 p~ pl 










and consider the equation 




t 1t 1 + • •• +t t 
P P PI' ~p 




are real and positive (j = 1,2, ••• ,p), there exists a uniaue T of 
the form (3.2), satisfying (3.3) (Goodman (3». The elements 
t .. i ~ j, i,j = 1,2, ••• ,p with t .. real and positive j = 1~29."SP 
~J JJ 
are called the complex rectangular co-ordinates. Theil"' joint distri·-
bution will nOH be derived. 
\1e partition 
T = [ :: J 
into (p-1)xp and 1xp submatrices T1 and T2• Thus 
5 = TT' 
= r1~1 T T'] 1 2 
T T' T;T2 2 
= r11 512J 521 822 
It is clear that 821 










(3.4) lsi = ITTv I 
= ITI·I'f i I 




= t 11 t22 pp 
Also 
(3.5) 151,1 = IT, T,I 
= IT ,I·IT,I 
= (t 11 t22 
2 2 








by (3.4) and (3.5) 
For 5'1 nonsingular 'tIe have by Lemma 2.2 
Is I = Is 11 1·1522 - 5215~~s'21 
Clearly 522 •1 is a scalar and 
(3.7) 5 = I.§L = -'- = t 2 b (3 6) 22 1 S I y • • . I 11 SPP PP 
7. 
Thus to find the distribution of t 2 we need only find the distribution 
k PP 
of 822 " where 5 = r ~.r: and ~. ~ CN(O,r). ., ~ 1 1 
1= 



















t is distributed according to -- X 
pp 20PP 2k-2p+2 
Proof 
Troskie (10) has stated and proved the following theorem. 
8. 
Let Y: P xtl be distributed according to CN( 1'H, ~) where 1': pxr 
and v1 rxH are complex matrices and ~ is Hermitian positive definite. 
Let G = y,r 1-( 1 vlhere H = \4iJ v and is nons ingular • 
is distributed as UU' Hhere U: px(m-r) is distributed according to 
Fran this theorem it is easy to deduce that the distribution of 
k-(p-1) 
r U "0'/ (1) where U (a-12k +1) are a a a - S , ••• , -p is that of 
0=1 
independently distributed according to ClH 0, L22 ., ). 
But, is a scalar and equals 
by Lemma 2.2 • 
----------------------------------











Thus, since by (3.7), 
k- (p-1) 
L: U 0 1 
0.=1 
a a 
Hhere tho U are indepcndent~ Univariate complex normal 
(J. 
randoT:l va:;'''iables '!"rith means o~ 
i.e. 
E [Ua] = E [uaJ + i E [Ual] = 0 
Therefore E [U aRJ = E [U al ] = 0 
Also Var [Ua] = E [u;uJ 
= E [U~RJ 
Thus 
and 




















since all the U 
a are independent. 
k- (r,·-1 ) 
• 2""PP /" ~.e. v 0:=1 






(a = 1 ~2~ ••• "K-p+1) 










We consider the special case th~t E = I. 
(3.1) and (3.3) 
k 
i=1 
we SOc that 
k 
i=1 
ZpiZpi = S22 = T;12 
= [t 1 t 2'·'· ~t ] t P , P pp n1 
i.e. 
(3.9) 
We have that 
k 
2 E Z.2. = 
i=1 p~ p~ 
.. ~ 
tp2 
From t};:::; rulations 
Since E = I it follows frOD Theorem 3.1 that 
(3. 10) 
and thClt 
Z " = Z "R + i Z "I ~ CN(O~1) 
p~ p~ P~ 
independent i = 1~2~ ••• ,k • 
Therefore E rZ. "J = E [Z "R] + i E [Z "IJ = 0 - p~ P~l Dl. 
Thus E [Z "R] = E [Z "IJ = 0 • - p~ p~ 
Also VClr [Zn) = E[Z "2 "J 
.L fJ~ p~ 
E [Z2 "R] C 2 = + E Z "IJ = pl:" - p~ 
Thus E [Z2 "R] = Var [Z " ] = ~ . 
p~ pJ..R 











Z or 'V N(O~n 
p~ 
Thus 12 Z oR ~ IHo~1)" 12 Z or 'V n(O~l) 
p~ p~ 
Th ~ 2(Z/ ?2) 2 erC.l.ore - OR + .w • r 'V X2 p~, p~ 






E Z"~" 'V X2k • i=1 p~ p~ 
2 
11. 
By (3.10) and (3.11) and. applying Cochrane \ s Theorem to (3, g) He 
conclude that the quantities are all inde-
pendent~ each :'Jcing distributed 2.ccordinc to 
Thus V i = 1,2""~:r:'-1, 
t "R 'V N(O,;), t"I 'V N(O,~) 
p~ p~ 
and ewe indcncndont. 
Let denote the (p~ l)th diagonal element of S. Aeain 
by (3. 1) 2.nd (3.3) we have that 
k 
? 




2 "1.: 1 Z 1 "2 1 " ~= p-,~ p- ,~ 
Lemma 3.1 











< i ~ p 
Proof 
DeletG the last i elements 1 ~ i ~ p, 
Z. 1 Z. 
~+,~!' ~+2 ,r Z of ~r(r = 1 ~2, ••• ,k) and the last i rows p,r 
and columns of Sand T. Then applyin[ Theorem 3.1 to t.. \ve have 
~~ 
that 2 2t .. 
~~ 
i3 distributed as 2 X2k'-2i+2 
. 2 2 tV 2 
~.e. tii X2k- 2(i-1) 
From Lemma 3.1, we have 
(3.13) 
As before~ since '7 tV CN(O, 1 ) <'oJ/-1.i (i = 1,2 s ••• 5 k) we conclude that 
k 
E (3.14 ) 2 
i=l 
Z .2 . tV 
p-1,~ p-l,~ 
Thus by (3. 13) and (3. 14) and by ap,?l ying Cochrane ') s Theorem to 
(3.12) we again conclude that the quantities 
are all independent, each being distributed according to 
Thus V i ~ 1~2~ ••• ,p-2, 
and are independ0nt. 
RepeatinG tho above procedure we conclude that 
(3.15) 
and that 
t" R tV H(O~P ~J 











(3. 16) (i = 1,2, ••• ,k) 
It will now be shmm that all the t.. are independent. 
1J 
(He know 
only that they are independent alone: the rm-ls). 
k 
E £; :~ ! = S = if; 
. 1 1 1 1= 
k 
therefore tr E 
i=l 
k 










:: E ~:£;. since 
i::l 1 1 
k 
= E [ -Z1' Z2' 




E -(!£;. 1 1 






k 2 2 





k 2 k 2 k 2 
= 2 E Iz .1- + 2 E Iz 1 2 Iz 1 
1
'--1 h 2i + ••• + .L ni 
i=1 1=1 
Since E:: 13 the terms '7 LJ •• 
J1 
(j = 1,2, ••• ,:::>, i :: 1,2, ••• ,k) are 
independent, each distributed according to CN(O,1). Thus each sum on 











(3.18) + ••• + 
= 2 tr TT': 
2 1 12 2 = 2t11 + 2 (t21 + t 22 ) + ••• 
2 (I 12 Itn212 + ••• + tp 1 + + ••• 
= 2S 11 + 2S 22 + ••• + 25 Dr) _ J. 
2 + t ) pp 
where S.. denotes the i th diar:onal element of S 
~~ 
He have that 
25 11 
2 2 by (3.16 ) = 2t11 IV X2k 
2S22 21t2112 
2 
= + 2t22 
Now 21t2112 IV x; by (3.15 ) and 
2 
2t22 IV X;k-2 by (3. 16) 
and t21 and t22 are independent. 
Thus 25 22 IV X;k • 
Similarly, 
Now 




2\tp112 + 21t~212 + ••• + 2t~p 
2 
IV X2 i = l32, ••• ,p-1, by (3.15) 
IV 2 
X2k-2p+2 by (3.16) 
and t 1~ t 2' ••• t are all indc~cndent. 
P P 9P 
Thus 
Hence, a9plying Cochrane~s Theorem in (3.15), we conclude that all the 
t " are independent 0 
~J 
Theorem 3.2 
The j,oint probability density function of the t .. 
~J 











- t...., T-T I "" ?'K-1 ~2k-3 
Ae'" 2'::>t11 1:22 ... 
Vlhere 
(3.20 ) r(k-i+l) 
]
--1 
(For the density to exist vJ0 must have k.::. p). 
Proof 
VIe h<::.ve established that for E = I~ 2t~o has the x2 distri-
J..J .. 
bution witb. 2k--2i+2 degrees of freedom 






(3.21)-1( k 0 ) 1 (2t~o)~(2k-2i+2)-1 e - E 




the density of 
2 t~~-2i+l 2 -to 0 
l1. 
f( t ii) = -=-r (=k--":""i +-'1:-;')- e 1.1. 
2 o < 2t 00 < 00 
1.l 
to 0 is 
1.1. 
o < of- < 00 '"ii 
E = I~ "i'lG have established that and 
normal distributions Hith means 0, and vari2nces ; 




g(t ijR ) = --- e I2nO) 
2 
1 -t 0 OR 1.J ., = - IS 
lIT 
- 00 < t. on < co 
1.J :.\. 















Since all tho t .. R' t .. I' and t.. arc independent their joint 






f(t .. ) II g(t .. 
R
) 
1.1. •• 1.J 
1.>J 
2 
= ~ 2 t~~-2i+1 e-tii 









1 -to 'R 1.J. IT C 
fIT i>j 
How the number of elements in T is p2. 
2 
1 -t .. ~ 1.J .!. --- c 
/rr 
•. J. 
The number of non-
diagonal clements in T is p2_p. Therefore the number of clements 
in the lOHor triangle of T is Hp2_p) 
Hp2_p) 
Thus there are 
elements of the form t" R and 1.J ' 
elements t ijI • 
Thus (3.23) reduces to 2 
2P [p t~~-2i+1 e -tUJ 
(3.24) II 
TI~(p2_p) i~1 r(k-i+1) 
2 2 2 2 + ... + tp1R + tplI + tp2R + tp2I + 
2 J -to . 1.1. o 





+ t;2) (Itp ,1
2 
+ It 12 = t'; r + + ... + p2 
= tr TT~ by (3.18) 
Thus from (3.24) the joint density of t.. is 
1.J 
2 2 
- l: (t"R + t. 'r) • • 1.J loJ 
1.>J 
e 
















D -tr TT' 2k-l 2k-3 
= 2~A 0 tl1 t22 
Lennna 3.2 t 
... t 2k-(2p-1) pp 
Let T = f\C \lhere T ,I\. 2nd G ure Imler tri2Dr;ular cOIllDlox 
matrices of order P, vrith real diagonal clements. 
of t~lC transforDo.tion T = AG is 
Proof 
D 





Since 1'1 and G arc lOi-icr tri::m;:,:ular matrices 
with a.} = 0 
].( 
for i < k, and 
Jacobian in tho follc)Vling form 
gk' . J = 0 for 
J = a(tll,t21R)t21P···,tplR'\)1I,t22'·e·~ 
a(gll,g2'R,g21I,···,gll~,g11I,G22,···,gPP 
k < j. 
The .Jacobian 
~'lriting the 
one immediately 8083 that the Jacobian matrix is trio.ngt:',.J.l' iiitb 












tKhatri gave this lemma in (5), Page '00. 
is incorrect, so I give my own proof. 

















2j--1 a .. 
JJ 
2p-1 a .. 
:.>P 
He note that (3.19) is the probability density function of the joint 
distribution of the rectangular co-ordinates 3 in the special case that 
L = 1. To derive the joint distribution of the rectangular co-ordinates 
for any E~ He proceed as follows. 
Let T* be a lower triangular con~lex random matrix with diagonal 
elements real and positive having the density (3.19). 
He have that 
s* = T* -f* i 
k 
I;~ ~~; = E vthere 
i=1 ~ ~ 
* 1;. (i = 1,2, ••• ,k) are inde;:>endently distributed according to CN(O,I). ~ 
Hake the transformation 
(3.25) T = CT* 




(3.26) CCi = 1: (See Lemma 2.3) 
Let S = TTl 
We will have that 











s = CT~ (CT') I 
= CT* 'T*[ Cv 
= CS* CI 
k 
>I: -x 
= C L ~: .;:: Ci 
i:::1 ~ 1 
k 




= l: t; . -f' ; 
~ "i where t;. = Ct;~ ~ ~ i=1 
and E;. (i = 1,2~ ••• ,k) is independently distributed uccordin;'" tc 
~ 
N(03C1C') (Giri (2» 
= N(O,CC') = N(O,2:) by (3.26). 
The Jacobian of the transformation T = CT* is by Le~~a 3.2 
J(T .... T*) = 
Thus 
(3.27) J(T*+ T) = 
















































* t ,., p.::. 
Thus if t .. j = 1 ,2 , ••• ,p denote the dia!Y,onal 
]] 
* * t* t11 = c 11 t 11' t22 = c22t22,···,t:pp = c . p:p pp 
* t11/ ~ t22/ * 
t 
pp/c 
t 11 = c 11 t = c22 ,···,tpp = 22 pD 
tr T*f*1 
= tr (C- 1T) (·c-·:r:;)? 
(C- 1T)(C -1--= tr T) 1 
= tr 
-1·· .-C TTiC -1 
= tr C -1 C-1 TT : 
= tr (C-C' ) -1 TTl 
-1 TT = tr L 
= tr T'L- 1T 
G 
a 













Thus the density of T is 
2k--' 2k-3 




2k-1 2k-3 2k-(2p-1) 
t 1, t22 ••• t pp 
But I: = CC' 
Therefore II: I = Ice·; I = I C lore 9 I 
= (c"c22 ••• cpp )(c"c22 
2 2 2 = c"c22 cpp 
Thus the density of T is 
- -, 
(3.28) 2P AIEI-k e-tr TiE T t~~-' 





This is the density function of the complex rectangular co-ordinates 
for any I:. 
Theorem 3.3 
Let S = 






I'There the t;. (i = 1,2, ••• ~k) are independently 
l. 
distributed according to CN(O~L). Let S = TT' where T is a lONer 
triangular complex random matrix with diagonal elements real and positive. 
Let T = (t .. ) 
1J 
"here Then the probability density 
function of the joint distribution of t 11 , t 21R , t 21I , ••• 

















The density function is defined over the domain DT of 1m-reI" trianrular 
complex Matricos ,d th real diagonal elements. 
Notation: If T has the above density vle shall say that T is 
distributed according to R(E,k). 
3.2. Some pr~er!ies of !hc distribution of the cOT::nlc:: 
rectangular co·ordinates. 
Theorem 3.4 
Lot T be distr'ibutod according to RO: ~k). Let Q = CT where C 
is a lower triangular complex matrix with diagonal elements real and 
positive. Then Q is distributed according to R(4),,k) v:herc 
Proof. 
The density of Q is obtained from the density of T~ R(E,k) 
by replacing T by 
(3.29) 
and multiplying by tlw Jacobian of the transformation which by 
Lemma 3.2 is , 
J (T -). Q) = ---=-:--::-
p 2j-l 
IT c .. 










The transformation (3.2~J) carries 
tr T,}:-1 T into 
-,.,-1 (3.30) tr T'~ T 
= tr (r (ctc' )-1(' 
-1 -_. tr Q i <fl Q where <fl = CE-C v 




-- -1 t~fH t022fk-3 t ] 2k-( 2n-1) -tr Q;<fl 0 . .H. e . . .. C11 c 22 CT'T'J 
x 
"-. -1 
··tr 0' <t> Q 8 . 
But 14>1 = ICE'c;1 = Icl·IEI·/c'·1 
2 2 2 I (3.31) = c 11 c 22 ••• CPT' EI . 
Thorofore Q Hill have the density 
'-- .·1 
2P AI4>I-k e-tr Q'4> Q 02k-1 n 2k- 3 n2k-(2~-1) 
-11 "22 ••• ..... 1)T) 
23. 












If T is distributed according to R(E,k) the Marginal 
distribution of any arbitrary set of elements of T f:lay be obtained 
(although tho expression may be al-lk\'fard). However the marginal 
distribution of some sets of elements can be found easily. He have 
the following theorem. 
Let T(pxp) be distributed accordinp; to ~(E,k) (k ~ p). 
We partition 
(3.32) T = f:;:: ] 




be partitioned in a manner corresponding to the partitioning of T. 
(i.e. E11 and L22 are qxq and (p-q)x(p-q) submatrices. Then 
T(1) is distributed according to R(E 11 ,k). 
Proof. 
Let ~i (i=1,2, ••• ,k) be independently distributed according to 
k 
CN(O~n • Let S = L ~.~: = TT' 
i=1 J. J. 
\'There T is a lo;ver triangular 
complex random matrix with diagonal elenents real and positive. 











Partition ~i into subvectors of q and p-~ components. 
(3.34) 
Then the s~l) (i = 1,2, ••• ,k) are independent, each with the distri-
1. 
bution CN(O,t 11 ). (Giri (2». 
k 








~ f; ~ 1 >r~ 1) v = i=l l. l. 
~ ~~2~~1)' 





~ (1) -(1)' T T 
(2) -(1) v 
T T 
k (1 ).;:.( 2 ) " 
E C S. 
i=l l. 1. 
k -(2 ).;:.(2) I 
E C E;,. 
i=l 1. l. 
S(1 ,2) 1 
5(2,2,) 
T(1) T(2)] 
T(2) 1'(2) I 
k 
'" (1 )-( 1) ; S _ T (1) -T( 1) f 
~ ~i ~i = (1,1) - • 
i=l 










§4. Applications • ... .. 
From the distribution of the conplex rectangular co-ordinat3s 
the c.ompkx Hishart distribution can be derivod. 
Let T be distributed according to R(L: ,k) and let S', = TT1. 
To obtain tho (',istl'ibution of S we need the follovlinr: lerm"la. 
Lemma 4.1 
Let T be a lm~er triangular cOr.1plex matrix of order p, lITi th 
diagonal eler.1ents real and positive. The Jacobian of the transfor-
mation S = TTi is 
(L~. 1 ) ( ) = 2P t?p-1 2ry-3 J S -I- T 11 t22 • 0 • 
Proof. 
Since T is a ImITer triangular cOT:mlex r.1atrix 
s .. 
1.J 





vlith t. = 0 for i < r. 
1.r Hriting the Jacobian in the follmITin~ form 
one immediately sees that the Jacobian matrix is triangular Hith diagonal 
elements being given by 
as .. 




aS jkR = 
at jRk 
t lek 
as'kI __ J_ = t 
dtjkI kk 
j>k, Lk=1,2,oo.,p. 











The density of S lS obtained from the density of T, R(I,k) 
by replacing TTY by S, and multiplyinr: by the Jacobian of the 
transformation HLich by Lemr.lCl. 4.1 is 
J(T -+ S) - -----.--------- Th:3 transfornation S = '1'1' 1 cU'ries 
2Pt2~-lt2p-3 t - -1 
11 22 ••• pp tr TiI T into 
(Lf. 2 ) tr -f'I- 1T = tr I-'TT' 
= tr I-'S 
.. ..2k-1 2k-3 t2k-(2p-1) 
In addJ. twn ""11 t22 • •• J(T -+ S) 
2k-1 t2k-3 
= t11 22 
1 
= 2:P t 2k- 2p t 2k- 2p 
11 22 
1 
= 2P Isl k- p 
Is I = Iff' I = 
since 
t 2k- 2p 
pp 
• •• t 
2 
PP 




2P A I L 1- <: e -tr t.. I f; I <-p 
-1 
= Islk-p e-tr I S 
rr~p(p-l)IIlk ~ r(k-i+1) 
i=1 
2P 
This is the density of the complex Hishart distribution (Gooo.."'l1an (3) ~ 
Khatri (5), Srivastava (9». The density is defined over the domain 











Hany important 9roperties of the complex HishiJ.rt distribution can 
be derived fron the distribution of the comrlex rectangular co-ordinates. 







kj = O'k and O;k = ejk = °jkR + i BjkI , J ' J 
1,2~ ••• ,p. He have that 
'l'0(S) E [ei tr S8] = 
E[e i tr TT 1 0] = 
= E [e
i tr TVElT] 




- -1 -tr T;~ T 
t 2k-(2p-l) e i tr T18TdT 
pp 
I I-k J J 2P A -tr T:(E-
1
-i8)T 2k-l 2k-3 2k-(2p-l) = E 0.0 e tll t22 ••• t p dt P .. 
\ihich is the characteristic function of the complex Hishart distribution 












Let B be distributed according to CHU':,k). Let C be a Im~8r 
..:riangular complex matrix, Hith diasona.l elements real and positive, 
'1d let A = CBC'. Then A is distributed accordin~ to 
<P = Cz"C:. 
Since B is Hermitian, He can by Lerrrrna 2.3, let B = where 
T i.s a lm.;er triangular complex randoTI! TIatrix, diagonal eloments real 
and positive. Since B is distributed according to CP( I: ~J:) J 'r i~ 
distributed according to R(i:,k). Thus 
(4.6) A = CDC; = CTTiC~ 
= CT(C "T'); 
:: QQ' where 
Q = CT is distributed according to R( <P ,k) vlhcrc 
(By Theorem 3.4). Thus A is distl'ibuted as CH(1l,k), as requir\Jd. 
Lcm.'f!la 4.3 
Let S(pxp) be distributed accordinR to CH(i:,k). Let f" and 1: be 
Ilartitioned into q and (p-g) rOHS and columns 
(4.7) S =[5(",) "(, ,2) J L 
r" 
"'2 J = 
8(2,1) S(2,2) L21 l.22 











Proof • . --
Let s = vlhere T is a lower triangttlar complex matrix a.s 
before. T is distributed accordinz to R(L~k). 
manner correspondine to the partitioning of Sand E. 
i.e. T = 
Then by Theorem (3.5)~ T(l) is distributed according to R(r",k). 
Since has the distribution RO:'l ,k), 
it follot,1S that is distributed as C~10:'1,k) as required. 
The distribution of the complex rectangular co-ordinates is also 
useful in deriving the distributions of functions of the clements of a 




R p·p-l ,p·-2 ••• 1 
and t~e sample conditional cohercnce. 
(4.9) 
THO such functions are the sarmle 
For a full discussion of thesc, the reader is referred to Gbodman (3). 
The distribution of the complex rectaneular co-ordinates may be 












Let U (p components) a = 1,2,.~,~k, be distributed accordinz a 
to N(O,r). The sample generalized v&riance is defined by (Anderson (1»; 
k 
I s I = I~ E U u' I 
k . 1 a a 
J= 
In an anolagous way, the complex Generalized variance is defined. 




The complex generalized variance is defined by (Goodnan (4». 
1 k 
Is I = 1--- L Za-Z~ I 
k j=l 




(4.11) A = E '7 "Z'I t.J 
a=1 0 a 
Let 
(4.12) H = CZ a a 
where C is a complex matrice chosen in such a way that 
(Sec Lemma 2.4). 














(4.13) B = E H \P 
0.=1 a. a 
k 
= L (ez )«(:2-) ~ 
a=1 a a. 
k 
= L ez z:c' 
a=.l a. a 
k 
= e L Z zvc: 
a=1 a. a. 
= eAc~ 
Thus 
(4.14) Inl = leAe'l = lel·IAI·lerl 
= .!Al 
I E I 
(4.14) holds, since ere' = I. Therefore 
I eEC~ 1 = I C I· I L I· rC'~ I = 1 
Thus Ie 10 rei I = .. _1 
I E I 
32. 




it follows that B = r W Wi is distributed according to 
0.=1 a. a 
Let B = TTV "lhere T is a lm-Ier triangular complex randoM matrix 
with diagonal elements real and positive. Clearly T is distributed 
according to R(I,k) 
IBI = ITT' I 
2 2 
= t11 t22 
2 
• •• t 
pp 











Thus to find the distribution of lEI, we need only find the 
distribution of the right hand side when }: = 1. 
we have that 
2 2 
2t •• 'V X '"'k ~. 2 
~~ £. ·'·L~+ 
Thus IBi will be distributed as 
... 2 X2k-2p+2 
I3y Lemma 3. 1 , 
33. 
Since we have that is distributed as 
Thus a since 
2 
X2k-2p+2 




. (2k)P Is I . . . d ~.e. ~s dlstrlbute as 
IE \ 
... 2 X2k-2p+2 
He thus have the following theorem 
Theorem 4.1 
j"s \ is distributed as 
The distribution of the generalized variance lsi of a set 
Z1~Z2, ••• ~Zk from CN(O,E) is the sa~e as the distribution of 
times the product of p independent factors, the distribution 











This result is in a~eement with Goodman (4). 
Since the hth r 2 movemont Oi a X variable '>lith T'l degrees of 
freedom is and the moment of a product of incL8I)endent 
variables is tho product of the moments of the variables, the hth 
moment of lsi is 
= 2~~ ~ r(k-i+1+h) 
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